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LIVING WITH
UNCERTAINTY

Reducing excessive worry and rumination

WORRY &
UNCERTAINTY

Worry is a normal mental activity. When
excessive, worry can cause symptoms of
anxiety. This makes thinking THREAT
focused, increasing your belief that
‘something bad might happen’.
Uncertainty can make us worry – all the
potential ‘what ifs…?’ that lead to worst
case scenarios, causing symptoms of
anxiety to escalate. When we do not feel in
control we fear the bad thing happening
more.

AVOIDANCE
Uncertainty can make us
want to avoid things like
making decisions or
doing tasks that we are
not 100% sure about.
Avoidance can make us
try and stop thinking
about the worrying
thoughts, but this is not
helpful as it actually
gives more attention to
the worry, creating a
cycle of anxiety.
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When our thinking is
THREAT focused
our brains produce
adrenaline. This leads
us to act in one of three
ways:.

FIGHT
FLIGHT
FREEZE

SAFETY BEHAVIOURS

This leads to a need for more certainty to
regain a sense of being in control. Seeking
certainty leads to several control or ‘safety’
behaviours:
Need for excessive information
Checking and rechecking
Seeking excessive reassurance
Overpreparing
Excessive lists
Questioning decisions already made
Not delegating (in case not done 'right')
Information is based on more than one Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
model for Generalised Anxiety Disorder..
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Rather than seeking more certainty
(by trying to control situations or prevent
harmful outcomes) it is more helpful to
tolerate uncertainty – recognising that we
cannot control everything. So try dropping
your safety behaviours and see what happens.

Problem!
The result of these behaviours is
that the uncertainty remains
threatening as you believe you
NEED to CONTROL it.

Worry is normally future orientated, but it can induce another thinking process called RUMINATION
where the focus of the repetitive thinking is on something that has already happened or that you would
have liked to have happened (such as regretting a particular action, or wishing you could forget
something bad that has happened to you but just can’t). This is past focused.

Bring attention back
Rather than letting worry and rumination escalate,
we need to break the cycle in its tracks. In order
to do this we need to bring attention back to the
PRESENT MOMENT rather than being in the
future worrying about things that have not yet
happened,
or dwelling on things that have.
This will calm the brain down
Inactivity makes us worry and ruminate more, so get active, and do things you enjoy

Ideas
Present moment activities include things that engage your attention and your senses.
Do a jigsaw puzzle
A cross word or Sudoku puzzle
Quiz app on your phone or computer
Colouring, drawing or doodling
Play a game of cards
Go for a mindful walk – taking in sights, sounds and
smells
Do household tasks in a mindful manner paying
attention to sensory information
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Make a ‘to do’ list of the jobs you have been avoiding
and work through it
Play music that you can sing along to, or dance to
Meditate – you can use apps for phone or computer for
all levels of experience
Light a scented candle
Start a new hobby
Ask someone else about their day to take the focus off
your worries

Information is based on more than one Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
model for Generalised Anxiety Disorder..

